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Teach Your Children First Words.Are you looking for your little elephant? Elephants are so big
they cannot hide so well, right? So it might be easy to find Daisy, the elephant lady. The search
for her is a delightful read-aloud. Is Daisy lazy? Maybe she does not want to go to school. Did
she go ice skating instead? Or is she at a birthday party? Where did she disappear?The author
has added an interactive element to the story that children and their parents will like: what other
animals do you see or how many candles are on the birthday cake or which picture did you like
best? The book is also available in Spanish and German, and in bilingual English-Spanish and
Englisch-German. Teachers, caregivers, and parents will love the bonus coloring pages included
at the back of the print book. "This simple concept book is ideal for bedtime reading because
parents and children can share the adventure of looking for the lost animal." Reader's Favorite
5*****
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Tony Parsons, “children’s elephant. Daisy (little elephant) is not at the china shop. Or is she at
the circus.Today is her birthday.There she is.Aboard a ship with her friends: lion, & Rhino.I did
not receive any type of compensation for reading & reviewing this book. While I receive free
books from publishers & authors, I am under no obligation to write a positive review. Only an
honest one.A very awesome book cover, great font & writing style. A very well written children’s
elephant book. It was very easy for me to read/follow from start/finish & never a dull moment.
There were no grammar/typo errors, nor any repetitive or out of line sequence sentences. Lots of
exciting scenarios, with several twists/turns & a great set of unique characters to keep track of.
This could also make another great children’s elephant movie, an animated cartoon or better yet
a mini TV series. A very easy rating of 5 stars.Thank you for the free author; planet!oh concepts
publications; 1 edition; BookRaider; Amazon Digital Services LLC.; bookTony Parsons MSW
(Washburn)”

Werecat 2, “ Oh Where Oh Where Has My Daisy Gone, Oh, Where Oh where Can She Be  .
This is a nice story for an early reader. The words are bold and spaced to make them easy to
read and see. The words are not big, just perfect for that beginning reader. The pictures are
colorful and the bright colors keep your little reader wanting to turn each and every page.**Fun
stuff!!! Daisy has been lost. Oh, no! She is not at the circus or at ----???. You will have to read
to fill in this blank. What fun you will have discovering where she will turn up. Yeah!! I found this
book on a website for free for an honest review.”

Jbarr5, “Hide and Seek Little Elephant. Where is My Little ElephantColorful children's story
where Daisy is her missing elephant.Find and seek book. The pictures show every place they
have looked for her.Silly book of finding Daisy in each of the places listed.Free ebook offer,
coloring pages are also included.”

michelle, “Elephant. Cute little story”

Ebook Library Reader Janet ..avid reader, “Simple text for young readers and beautifully
illustrated. For young imaginations and curious minds...as soon as you announce the title
'Where Is My Little Elephant ?' youngsters will be eager to begin the search to find Daisy. Not
only is she missing, but today is her birthday. What youngster doesn't show some emotional
interaction when they hear that, as everyone knows you don't go missing on your birthday. Oh,
poor Daisy, where can she be?The text lends itself to easy interaction with the child - e.g. Who
else do you see? Why do you think she looks ..happy, sad, etc. This encourages small minds to
question what they hear and see in the book, at the same time also helping with language skills.
The book also gives a touch of humour that is always a winner for children, because as all
children know , elephants can't play a musical instrument !!Beautifully illustrated with splashes of



colour and the characters appear with such expressive faces, eg happy, excited, sad and just
like most children at a birthday party when looking at the birthday cake, anticipation and awe as
eyes are drawn to the yummy icing dripping all over the cake.I voluntarily received and read an
ARC of this book and found it suitable for reading to the 0-4 year olds and for the 5- 6yrs to begin
their own reading with help.”

Trina High, “How Can Something As Big As An Elephant Be Lost?!. Well, it's not so much that
the elephant is lost as that it can't be found, so it's up to the young reader to look in the right
place. It's a nice concept for the very young, but I would have preferred that the search be
ordered with the question and then the relevant drawing; for instance, as "Is my elephant at the
circus?" and THEN show the circus rather than vice-versa.The pictures were colorful, though,
and I think they'll captivate children in the age bracket that this book is meant for. I also think
children will love the coloring pages at the end.~ I am leaving this honest review in exchange for
a free digital copy, provided by ARC ~”

Sue Thomas, “Great entertainment for a 2/3 year old.. Grandson loved it. Good narration to
encourage a 2 yr old to listen with excellent illustration to keep him smiling.”

The book by Ingo Blum has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 53 people have provided feedback.
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